S2320 Series

DIMENSIONS

W  H  X  BASE MODEL NO.
25"  30"  9"  S2320-L36
31"  30"  10" S2321-L60
38"  30"  10 1/2" S2322-L72

SPECIFICATIONS

Driver: 0-10V dimming to 1%, 120/277
Mounting: Mounts to all Standard Electrical Junction Boxes (by others) With Hardware Provided.

FEATURES

• Opal Matte Acrylic
• LED 0-10V Dimming Driver

ORDER AS A COMPLETE UNIT:
Model No. + Lamp Code + Finish Code + OA + Option Code
S2320-L36 + 27K + PT BN + OA + Option
S2321-L60 30K BA PB
S2322-L72 35K BB PC
40K BC PN

FINISHES

BA Brushed Aluminum  PB Polished Brass
BB Brushed Brass  PC Polished Chrome
BC Brushed Chrome  PN Polished Nickel
BN Brushed Nickel  PT Powder Coated Finishes*
*(Specify Color Code from the list of Powder Coating Finishes)

OPTIONS

EML Emergency Battery Pack with LED Lighting (Remote – Requires Additional Power Cable)
FAA Faux Alabaster Acrylic (Hand Painted) [FA1 White; FA2 Antique; FA3 Grey; FA4 Taupe; FA5 Honey; FA6 Tuscan]
SWC 35-Degree Swivel Canopy
2C Two-Circuit Wiring

LIGHT OUTPUT

LXX = ~ 85 LPW Delivered Lumens (Example: L36= 36 x 85 = 3,060 Lumens)